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What Is Guard Watch

Guard Watch systems provide a feature to check 

and record the time of a guards duty by scanning 

specific checkpoints mounted on the area he 

patrols. Checkpoints are placed in specific points 

either on buildings or on other locations of a site 

or remote area and help the managing staff to 

identify each different location and each part of a 

specific territory. The on-duty guard can scan 

checkpoints, send SOS alerts, track and record 

event sand send reports to the managing staff or 

the clients in real-time.



Why do we need Security Guards?

● Provide monitoring services for a safe 

environment and prevent violence

● The presence of a security guard at a 

business can provide peace of mind and a 

sense of security to the business owner, 

employees and customers

● Simply having a security guard present is a 

great deterrent to crime

● Security guards can receive varying levels of 

training when it comes to actively 

responding to a crime



Key Challenges of Security Guards

- Over age Guards
- Proper Training 
- Irresponsibility 
- Falling asleep on duty 

Probably 99% complain against the 
security guards is that they sleep at 
night instead of doing their duties. 



Why We Need Guard Watch Solution

Guard Watch system offers a lot of advantages to your security department. From 

internal control to guard’s performance, it is developed to take your management to a 

higher level of security patrol operations. It can have a major impact on the quality of 

your services and internal control. 

Guard Watch tour system monitors the activities of the security guards on-site to 

ensure they are following the schedule and to verify they are covering all sites as 

assigned. The use of a guard tour system offers multiple benefits, from handling 

accountability issues, eliminating unreliable information and assumption based 

decisions, establishing paper-less documentation to guaranteeing the security of 

information.





Key Features of KH-19
❏ Upload data to cloud management software in real time through GPRS 

❏ IP67, waterproof and drop resist. 

❏ ABS+PE double color injection molding

❏ Anti-destructive magnetic suction interface charging port

❏ Send patrol record to supervisor’s email daily

❏ Store upto 60,000 logs on the device

❏ 1800 mAh battery to support one week of backup on standard use

❏ Web based Administration Tools with Multi Branch central control



KH 19 Specifications 

Dimension 57*86*28 (mm)

Read distance 3-5 cm

Read time Less than 0.3 seconds

Battery capacity 1,800 mah

Battery life Will support about a week on the basis of 400 times per day

Charging time About 5 hours

Storage 60,000 records

Communication GPRS real-time upload data to cloud software

Network 4G network or 2G network, optional

Anti-fall Can still work after falling from a height of 10 meters





Conclusion

We made this solution considering your ultimate needs. This device can change your 

idea about the security operations.  

Thank You


